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Vets Comment
Dear Client,
I am sorry to say but summer is officially over and it is now autumn. Hopefully the weather will hold out for a few
more weeks as Jacqueline, Breeze and
myself are taking two weeks holiday.
We are spending a week in Taupo followed by a week in Mount Maunganui.
Hopefully we don’t upset too many dog
hating Nazi’s this year but where ever
we go Breeze comes too.
For those of you who saw Jacqueline
getting injured on Piha Rescue don’t
worry the footage was actually four
years old so she has well and truly got
over that.
Thanks to every body who sent us an
entry into the photo competition. It is a
nice way to start the day looking at
your great pictures.

Autumn 2011

THE TEAM
VETS:
NURSES:
RECEPTIONISTS:

Lance Eastman, Jacqueline Eastman
& Geoff Neal
Fiona Hammond, Louise de Schot
Chloe Knowles
Margaret Galbraith & Vanessa Harrison

PRACTICE HOURS
Monday to Friday 8.00am to 7.00pm
Saturday
8.30am to 2.00pm

6th Annual Pet Photo Competition
Winner

We certainly had a lot of
entries for the photo competition this year. I would
like to thank every one who
entered, it is great to see
what all your crazy pets get
up to.
As usual choosing a winner
is always difficult. However
everybody loved this picture
Look forward to seeing you soon
of Chester taken by Paula
Moverley. If Chester was a
Lance, Jacqueline, Geoff & all the team.
person he would not win
any photo competition as
he is clearly trying too hard to pose for the camera. However
Chester is not a person but a cat which is why the picture is
so special.
Chester will be free of fleas this year as his owner wins a
years supply of ADVOCATE for him, kindly donated by
Bayer.
If you would like to see more entrants from the competition
check out the back pages.
You can’t see any pictures on the back page? That is because you are still receiving the old fashioned paper version.
You can check out the pictures in the full newsletter at
blockhousebayvets.co.nz
While you are there why not send us your e-mail address so
Breeze looking forward to her holiday. you can receive every copy via e-mail.

FLEAS What a Nightmare!
This year has been an especially bad year for fleas with many clients coming in frustrated that their pets are covered in fleas and none of the treatments are working.
I must admit at times even I get frustrated when I treat a pet only to see it a week
later with live fleas still on it.
Although many of you have struggled this Summer with the fleas, there seems to be a large group
who have had no concerns at all. Clearly they have different conditions or are doing things differently.
The first question then is “Do the flea treatments kill fleas?”
We often get sick or injured cats and dogs come into the clinic who need to stay overnight. If they
have fleas on them it is our policy to treat them. We usually use Frontline, Advantage/Advocate or
Revolution as these are the most effective treatments. What we find the next morning is a cage full of
dead fleas and no live ones.
So the answer is YES they do kill fleas.
The next question is “ If they kill fleas so well how come my pet still has fleas on it?”
Although these products kill fleas and continue to kill fleas they do not prevent fleas jumping onto
your pet. Clearly the pets environment has lots of fleas hatching out and jumping onto your pet.
These fleas will die but there are many more to replace them.
If you treated all of your pets but left one cat untreated. That cat could have ten fleas on it that laid
100 eggs each, which resulted in 1000 fleas hatching out of your carpets!
These fleas would then jump on the treated pets giving the illusion that their flea treatment didn’t
work.
The same applies for forgetting to treat your pets all the year round. If you were two weeks late with
your flea treatment and your cat brought one solitary flea home, which laid 100 eggs in your house.
You now have 100 fleas and you only missed one treatment by two weeks! You may now start to see
the powers of multiplication of these little critters and why it is so hard to get rid of them.
The solution: Treat all pets, all the year round at the
recommended treatment interval.
We recommend Advantage/Advocate, Frontline and
Revolution which are applied to the back of the neck.
We also have a new treatment called Comfortis for
dogs given as a tablet once monthly.
If you struggled with fleas this Summer then come in
and see us and we will come up with a treatment plan
so that hopefully next year you are in the group where
fleas are no concern to you.

Microchip Discount
Voucher

Senior Health
Check Special

$10 OFF

ONLY $60
Includes
- Thorough examination of your pet.
- Health screen blood test.
- Urine sample test.
Normal cost $158

Offer expires 31st May 2011

This offer must be mentioned when the appointment
is made.
Does not include sedation fees if required to get blood
sample.
Urine test available only if able to get sample.
Offer expires 31st May 2011

E-mail Address
Send us your
e-mail address
and one lucky
person every
month will
receive a
FREE GIFT.
For the months of March/April/May 2011
Please send your name and address so we can
attach the correct e-mail address to the correct
client.
Your e-mail address will be used to send you
information regarding your pet. We will never
give it to another party.

Wonky Leg For Holly.
Holly was a young active female black lab cross who had come from a
rescue centre.
Holly had been doing very well but started to become lame on her left
front leg. On examination it was clear that Holly had a sore elbow.
Anti-inflammatories and rest made no improvement; in fact Holly became lamer.
Holly was admitted and given a general anaesthetic to x-ray her front
leg. Her elbow was obviously very abnormal with her Radius (main
bone below elbow) being about 1cm short of articulating with the Humerus (bone above elbow).
This got us vets very interested in trying to work out why this had occurred. Was Holly born this way or had it developed? The answer
came with more x-rays of the leg but this time the carpus (wrist joint).
Holly’s growth plate at the carpus end of the Radius had closed early
stopping any further lengthening of the bone. If you know your anatomy you will know that your lower arm is made up of two bones the
Radius and the Ulna. The Radius stopped growing but the Ulna continues to grow creating a distortion at the elbow.
Holly was referred for specialist surgery to cut the Ulna to allow the bones to even up. Hopefully
this should stop the pain in her elbow.
In puppies and children there are growth plates at the end of all bones. These are soft cartilage
strips in the bone where all the growing occurs. When growth has finished these plates become
calcified and hard like normal bone and no further growth is possible.
It turns out that Holly had injured her Carpus before her owners got her, resulting in damage to
the growth plate that resulted in early closure. The Carpus was no longer painful but it resulted in
a problem developing in the elbow several months later.

Frost Bite Treatment for Cancer
I am sure most New Zealanders are aware of the risks of skin cancer due to
sun damage. This is also a very common problem in cats and affects cats with
white areas on the face.
The main areas affected are the ears, the nose and the lower eyelids if they
are non-pigmented. These areas not only have white skin but also have very
little hair cover.
Lesions often start as what looks like dirty skin. If the dirt is removed often the
skin is pink underneath and this will eventually become an ulcerated sore which becomes progressively deeper and more invasive.
The good news is we can do something to help in the early stages. Milly shown in the photo has just
had her nose treated with liquid nitrogen. The area of cancer is frozen several times with liquid nitrogen to kill the cancerous cells. The body then heals the area with new healthy cells.
If your cat has dirty or scabby areas around its ears, nose and eyes it is worth getting it checked and
if need be, treated with liquid nitrogen. If left too long, aggressive disfiguring surgery may be required and in some cases no treatment is possible.

Twisty’s Last Column
I know many of you who have read this newsletter over the past 6-7 years
will turn straight to Twisty’s column to see what she has been up to.
Sadly Twisty passed away in December after a long battle with cancer.
Even with two servants as vets looking after her, eventually it became too
much for her and she passed away.
Some people thought Twisty was a made up cat, but she was very real and
everything she wrote about actually happened.
Twisty was born sometime in 1996 in Pukekohe. She had just had a litter
of kittens and was looking for a home. Jacqueline took pity her and
brought her home.
I remember my first words being “could you not have found an uglier cat?”
As time passed what I initially thought was ugly turned into the most beautiful cat in the world. I
guess it’s that thing parents have, when they have ugly children but believe them to be very beautiful.
The other thing that made Twisty so special to me, was she adored me. She liked a pat from Jacqueline or other people she knew but time with her Dad was pure ecstasy. In the evening she would climb
on my belly and start purring and drooling with happiness until I had a large wet patch on my shirt.
Although at times having a wet shirt was annoying, it was also a privilege as she only did it for me.
I think why most people like reading Twisty’s column is because she, like many cats had an attitude.
Twisty was very destructive to carpets and furniture especially if it was new. Not content with ruining
the upholstery on one dining room chair, she would have to work her way around all six.
She had a cat flap to come and go as she wished from the house. However if she could see you in the
house she would paddle frantically on the glass until you let her in even if it was next to the cat flap.
When it came to a battle of wills, Twisty always seemed to win.
Twisty is buried on our property and I have planted a Kauri as a head stone to remind us of her.
Sadly nothing stays the same forever, so this must be the last Twisty column. Who knows what the future will bring?

Creating the Best Clinic for You.
Our aim at the vet clinic has always been to provide the highest level of service possible to our clients and their pets. One
important component of that is waiting times. Lets be honest
we all hate to be kept waiting.
One of the great things about our clinic is we have consults
available from 8.00am until 6.45pm so we will always have a
spot available if you need us. We certainly get clients coming
from other clinics who are upset because they were told their
clinic was too busy to see them.
The tricky bit is to try and spread out all those consults over the day so everyone is seen on time.
This is very hard if people walk in without appointments. This is often not a problem if they walk in at
a quiet time but if we are fully booked then seeing them will create delays for everybody else.
Emergencies will of course happen and this will often cause delays but in my experience most people
are very understanding. However it is still best to ring us and let us know what problem you are having so we can prepare for your arrival. We may be able to get a vet to hold off starting a surgery so
they are ready for your emergency when you arrive.
We also really appreciate you phoning ahead when repeat medications are required as this requires a
vet to check and authorise the prescription. This can be done at quiet times meaning nobody has to
wait while the vet does this.
I believe we offer a pretty good service to all our clients but there is always room for improvement. If
every person who brought an animal in made an appointment I believe we could offer a better service to everyone.

Photo Competition Entrants 2011

Sarah Pattern’s photo of her new kitten.

Vada keeping warm by Rob Osmond

Jack enjoying the mud. Taken by Mairi Wallace

Lemmy and his shadow taken by Sacha Penny

Riley looking
hopeful.
Photo by Fran
Thompson

Sara safely buckled up. Photo by
Chontelle Booker

Cipka the hen by Sona Zalta

Lass about to make that catch. Photo by
Grace Clouston

Moss and Ziggy chilling out. Photo by Chris Reed

Millie and Fish taking a break. Photo by
Jacqueline Neville
Chris Longs
artistic photo
of Minime

Lemmy and Sam “were just playing, honest”
By Sasha Penny

Banns taken by Anamdita Devi

Mortisha- “Will you be my Valentine?”
Photo by Lydia Turner

Smokey enjoying the sun. Photo by Mr Dewe

New kitten by Siobhan Bailey

Above-Lass “Dig a hole, who me?”
Photo by Grace Clouston
Left– Freddie with his special friend.
Photo by Ruby Ma

